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Strategies that Lead to Improved Comprehension 
Use this handout to take notes as you learn about each  comprehension strategy 

Teacher Note-Taking Sheet 
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Metacognition  

Metacognition is thinking about your thinking or being aware of your thoughts.  Metacognitive processes 
increase students’ abilities to comprehend across contexts and complexities.  It’s important that we 
provide instruction that gives students a range of processes and the tools to monitor and regulate those 
processes, as well as the ability to know when to employ them.  Effective readers are aware of their 
thoughts, control their next move, and take action to improve comprehension.  They strategically use 
metacognitive strategies to enhance comprehension.   Metacognition can be broken into two major 
categories, awareness and control. 

Metacognition continued 

Categories of Metacognition 
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Awareness Control 

Self characteristics: Understands self as a 
reader and writer (“I enjoy reading,” “Reading 
longer words is difficult”) 

Planning strategies: Activating background 
knowledge, previewing, questioning, 
predicting 

Task Characteristics: Literacy knowledge, such 
as print awareness, genre knowledge, author’s 
craft and purpose 

Monitoring strategies: Confirm, disconfirming, 
adjusting, checking understanding, noticing 
breakdown 

Task-Relevant Strategies: Strategies that 
support comprehension (“I need to go back 
and reread.”) 

Revising strategies: Rereading to confirm or 
problem solve, self-correct, come up with 
solutions 

Notes: 
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Comprehension Strategies 

How have you taught these strategies in the past? 

How would you define each of these strategies? 
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Activate Background Knowledge 

Define and describe: Background knowledge impacts reading comprehension.  It is the 
interaction between cognitive processes and background knowledge that leads to 
increased comprehension. Activating background knowledge occurs when students draw 
out what they already know in order to access new knowledge or content. 

Sentence stems: 
● I already know…
● Something this reminds me of is..
● I once learned...
● I saw...
● ___ told me...

Reflect: How does activating background knowledge improve reading comprehension? 
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Questioning 

Define and describe: Readers ask, answer, and reflect on questions that are 
generated from the details in a text. These questions may be connected to ideas in 
the text or their own thinking.  

Sentence stems: 
● I wonder…
● What…
● How…
● When...
● Why…
● How could…
● What if…

Experience: 

Capture all questions below. 
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Questioning continued 

Transfer: 

Scenario Action 

Jason was reading a realistic fiction text about two 
friends who are not getting along.  After he 
learned that one friend hurt another, he asked, “I 
wonder if Tyra will forgive Jake?" 

Kayla read an informational text about nocturnal 
animals. About halfway through the book, Kayla 
asked, “Did the author already tell me when they 
hunt?” 

Mrs. Taylor was reading aloud a biography about 
Albert Einstein.  The book mentioned that he has a 
College of Medicine named after him in the United 
States.  At the end of the class read aloud, Brodney 
asked, where, in the United States, is the College 
of Medicine that is named after him. 

Reflect:  How can students use the questions they generated to monitor comprehension. 
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Predicting 

Define and describe: Readers use evidence from the text and combine it with 
background knowledge to make predictions.. Readers monitor, confirm, and adjust 
predictions as they read. 

Sentence stems: 
● I think…
● I predict…
● Maybe….
● ____ most likely…
● It could be that…
● The author most likely…

Experience:  
Cover the poem to reveal it line by line as you think about and write your predictions. 

Poem Line Prediction 

My neighbor’s dog is purple, 

Its eyes are large and green, 

 its tail is almost endless, 

the longest I have seen. 

My neighbor’s dog is quiet, 

It does not bark one bit, but when my neighbor’s 
dog is near, 

I feel afraid of it. 

My Neighbor’s dog looks nasty, 

it has a wicked smile….. 

before my neighbor painted it, it was a crocodile. 
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Predicting continued 

Transfer: 
What predictions did you adjust as you got more details? 

What predictions were confirmed as you continued reading? 

Make and Confirm Predictions 

Make Predictions Monitor Predictions Confirm Predictions Adjust Predictions 

Readers make 
predictions by 
hypothesizing or 
anticipating what might 
happen next in a text or 
what an author might 
say in a text. 

Readers monitor and 
self-assess predictions 
by paying attention to 
the details in the text. 
Details are cross-
checked with previously 
generated predictions. 

Readers confirm 
predictions by verifying 
that a generated 
prediction was accurate. 

Readers adjust and 
refine predictions as 
they progress through 
the text and collect new 
text evidence 

Reflect: Why is it important to confirm and adjust predictions as you read? 
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Inferencing 

Define and describe: Readers draw conclusions that contribute to the meaning of a 
text but are not explicitly stated in the text.  

Sentence stems: 
● I can tell...
● I can infer…
● The author suggests…

Connect Back: 
How could you adapt this lesson for your students and your grade level? 

How can you develop inferring as a reading strategy with other modes? Photos? Art? Audio clips? 

Transfer:  
How does the teacher move students from questioning to predicting? 

How does the teacher move students from predicting to inferring? 

What role does text evidence play in drawing conclusions? 

Reflect: How has your thinking about inferring changed? 
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Visualizing 

Define and describe: Readers use the details in texts to create mental images by 
connecting them to their senses, emotions, and background knowledge using self-
regulation and self-monitoring. 

Sentence stems: 
● In my mind, I can see…
● I can imagine…
● I am visualizing…
● picturing…I’m…

Reflect:  
What do the images, themselves, reveal about a student’s understanding? 

What does the description or explanation of the created image reveal about a student's understanding of 
the text and their vocabulary knowledge? 

How can reflecting on these questions help guide your instruction with the student? 
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Making Connections 

Define and describe: Readers connect the text with background knowledge from their 
own life experiences, other texts, society at large, and their understanding of concepts 
within social studies, science, technology, and art.   

Sentence stems: 
● This reminds me of...
● This is similar to…
● This is different in that…
● Both texts…

Personal Experiences Ideas in Other Texts Society 

Make personal connections 
between personal experiences 
and a text 

Make connections between 
background knowledge of 
familiar content and the content 
in the text 

Use background knowledge to 
understand setting close to 
children’s experiences: e.g. 
home, school, park, community 

Connect to a character’s 
thoughts, feelings, or actions 

Share experiences with 
characters in the text 

Connect themes, topics, and/or 
details across texts

Make connections among books 
in a series 

Identify recurring characters or 
settings when applicable 

Make connections among texts 
on the same topic or with the 
same content 

Bring background knowledge of 
traditional literature to recognize 
common characters and events 

Connect characters, settings, 
themes, and/or plots across texts 

Make connections between a 
text and an illustration that 
supports interpretation, 
enhances enjoyment, or sets the 
mood 

Connect to the local community, 
state, region, nation, and the 
world 

Connect to events that have 
happened in the past and are 
happening in the present 

Make connections to other areas 
of study: e.g. science, social 
studies 

Connect texts to events 
happening in the world 

Connect characters in texts to 
historical figures and present-day 
leaders 

Connect knowledge of 
something or someone in the 
world to ideas in the text 

Reflect:  
What types and depths of questioning lead to deeper comprehension? 
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Evaluate Details and Determine Key Ideas 

Define and describe: Key ideas are the ideas that must be understood to fully 
comprehend the meaning of the text. 

Sentence stems: 
● A key idea is…
● An important event is…
● This idea/event is important because…

Experience: Visit Canvas page 10-2.27: Key Ideas and Small Detail Sort to practice evaluating key ideas. 

Reflect:  
What category of metacognition could evaluating key ideas fall into? 

Does this strategy help bring awareness to a student’s metacognition in regards to comprehension or is it 
a tool for controlling and monitoring metacognition in comprehension? 
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Synthesizing Information 

Define and describe: Synthesizing is the process of combining multiple details and 
parts of a text, or even multiple texts, to form a new coherent and unified idea not 
explicitly stated within the text. 

Sentence stems: 
● At first, I was thinking…
● Then I started thinking…
● Now I think...
● My thinking changed from… to...

Experience: 

Example Type of Synthesis (Deepened, Changed, New) 

When completing an inquiry project, first graders 
found answers to their questions about space by 
combining information from videos, teacher-
approved websites, and specific paragraphs and 
pages from a variety of nonfiction texts. Students 
synthesized by taking ideas from a variety of 
sources and putting the newly gained information 
together to create a presentation about space 
exploration for PTA parents. 

While learning about life cycles, a second-grader 
created a diagram showing the life cycle of a 
butterfly. The student synthesized the information 
she learned throughout the text to create a visual 
representation. 

When a classmate shared the analogy that the life 
cycle of a butterfly is similar to kids growing up and 
changing in order to fly to their own 
independence, other students synthesized what 
they knew about the life cycle and its changes as 
well as the changes they hope to experience in life 
to create a new way of thinking about similarities 
between the butterfly’s life cycle and their own.  
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Synthesizing Information continued 

Reflect:  
How has this experience changed your understanding of synthesis?  

How have you “synthesized” the information learned from this module? 
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Summarizing/Retelling 

In a retell, readers recall something read including story elements, main ideas, 
and/or important details in the order they were presented.  In a summary, students 
recap the key elements or main ideas of a text. 

Sentence stems: 
● This is mostly about…
● The main events are…
● The story is about…

Transfer: Summarizing can be done in many different ways throughout all the content areas. Explore the 
Activities That Support Summarizing handout.  

Reflect:  
Why are key ideas and synthesizing important to creating a summary? 

How can summaries help to check for understanding after reading a text? 
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Monitoring Comprehension 

Define and describe: Readers pay attention to whether they understand the text or 
not.  Readers make decisions about their movement in the texts based on this 
understanding or lack thereof. 

Sentence stems: 
● I am confused about…
● I don’t understand…
● When I went back, I noticed…
● I used to think..., but now I think…
● I didn’t expect…
● I’m noticing…
● I’m realizing…
● I need more information about...

Experience:  

Sentence Does this make sense? YES or NO 

My friends wanted to go swimming, so we went to 
the theater. 

School was open because it was summer vacation. 

Pizza is my favorite color. 

The woman took her dog for a long walk. 

Sam loves the game of football. She plays every 
chance she gets. 

Reflect: 
How can you incorporate monitoring comprehension throughout the day? 
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